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Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Bom dia a todos. Lembrando que a semana que 
vem é feriado, não teremos... Quem quiser vir, conversa aqui com a Maria Helena 
na saída que ela vem abrir a sala. Eu hoje preciso esclarecer que nós temos a 
ausência praticamente de toda a Diretoria. Estamos reduzidos a dois e mais a 
presença do nosso presidente eterno Paulo Bonilha; o professor Schoueri e o 
professor Zilveti estão na Espanha participando do evento “As Entidades Holding 
como Instrumento de Planificação Fiscal Internacional”, especialmente a... O uso 
da ETVE como veículo para canalização de investimentos na... da Ibero-América, 
então não estão aqui por esta razão. O professor Gerd acabou de nos avisar que 
não poderá vir; eu não sei a razão. De forma que nós vamos ter esta mesa... 
Infelizmente com a presença de pessoas importantes, temos a Diretoria e dois, 
especialmente, aliás, três, especialmente, três especialistas no Direito 
Internacional ausentes. É uma pena. É uma coincidência de datas infeliz.  

Nós temos uma pauta que vem se prolongando de reuniões anteriores, que o 
assunto não termina, né? Cada dia que passa nós adquirimos uma nova 
experiência com esse... com essa medida provisória, descobrimos algum 
problema novo. Parecer no ativo e nem começamos ainda a tratar, e o assunto do 
Paulo Akyo Yassui é novo na pauta e ele não está presente. De qualquer forma, 
nós temos a grata presença de... dos professores que aqui estão e nós vamos dar 
preferência, evidentemente, para eles.  

Quero comunicar que o Instituto recebeu uma mensagem muito simpática do 
professor Ives Gandra da Silva Martins, nos seguintes termos: “Venho externar a 
minha profunda tristeza pelo falecimento de Luis Henrique Cavalcanti Mélega(F). 
Nestes momentos resta o conforto de que a semente que plantou estão dando 
esplendorosos frutos e que deve estar sendo recebido por Deus Pai Todo-



Poderoso. Cordialmente, Ives Gandra”. O professor Ives sempre é um grande 
amigo nosso, o Mélega era outro amigo de todos nós, estamos ainda sentindo 
muito o passamento dele. Ainda no pequeno expediente, referir-me, 
coincidentemente, o professor Ives é o coordenador. Não, não é ele o coordenador, 
mas ele... é o Instituto dele, o Instituto Internacional e o Centro de Estudos de 
Extensão, melhor dizendo, vão realizar o seminário de processo civil, cujo o 
subtítulo é “Joseph Friedrich Marx e o Processo Civil Brasileiro na Atualidade”, 
comemorando o centenário do professor Friedrich Marx. Será o dia todo, dia 22 
de junho de 2012. Todos sabem, quem tiver interesse, todos sabem como se 
inscrever. Provavelmente será um evento de grande conteúdo, não é? Eu não 
tenho detalhes da pauta do programa. 

Orador não identificado: [pronunciamento fora do microfone]. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Alguém quer fazer alguma comunicação? Então, 
vamos passar... 

Fazendo as apresentações, nós temos aqui o professor Dennis Weber e o 
professor Willem... Aliás, o contrário... 

[risos] 

Willem. Então, eu tava certo. Que aqui estão juntamente com o professor Bruno 
da Silva. O professor Bruno está no Brasil para dar aulas no nosso curso de 
Direito Tributário Internacional. Já deu as aulas. 

Já terminou a sua participação. Muito obrigado. O curso cada vez mais presente 
na realidade dos estudos de direito tributário aqui no Brasil, considerado hoje, 
não por nós, mas por pessoas de fora, como sendo o curso mais bem estruturado 
e mais bem equipado na matéria da tributação internacional. Isso a gente deve 
muito, não apenas aos nossos professores aqui do Brasil, mas aos que vêm de 
fora. Eu agradeço muito, em nome do Instituto e todos os alunos, pela sua 
participação. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Foi um prazer. Muito Obrigado. E espero voltar... Foi um 
prazer dar... estar aqui e dar as aulas, os três dias de aulas que dei, e como eu 
disse aos alunos ontem, só espero regressar outras vezes, porque, de fato, foi... 
foi ótimo a participação, houve discussão e penso que foi ótimo para todos. 
Então, muito obrigado pelo convite do IBDT. Muito obrigado. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Nós é que agradecemos e, certamente, esperamos 
o seu retorno nos próximos anos. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Estarei, com certeza, com o maior gosto. Obrigado. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Então nós vamos iniciar aqui a palestra. O 
tema... 

[risos] 



O tema está dirigido para ‘Tax Avoidance Lessons from the European Unity and 
the European Unity Tax Rules’. 

Eu vou falar com o professor, muito obrigado pela presença. Fique à vontade 
para abrir as perguntas, como quiser, ou ao final. 

Orador não identificado [00:07:01]: Sim. 

I hope… good morning. I hope you don’t mind if I speak in english, my 
portuguese is improving, but it’s not yet perfect and, first of all, thank you very 
much, and it’s an honor to be here this morning and there’s a [ininteligível] secret 
link between the three foreigners that we see here, we all have, or we all had, ties 
with [ininteligível] as well and professor’s paper will be speaking on some of the 
reason developments in the case of your court of justice and… and I’ve been 
working with him for many years in Europe and I thought that might be 
interesting to put my experience as a practitioner. A little bit into the context of 
what professor’s paper is talking about and… and I’m not a VAT(F) expert, of 
course, you probably know that the European Union has… had a lot of impact in 
terms of indirect taxation, but in terms of direct taxation there was very little in 
the treaty itself and… and maybe as a starting point, very key issues that the 
European Union Treaty takes precedents over domestic rules and in many 
countries in Europe and Lord Denning had a very flowery language for it, talking 
about incoming tides, he wrote many years ago, and I think if he would do it now, 
he’d talk about tsunamis and because [ininteligível] know the treaty itself has 
very little in terms of direct tax and it leaves all the independents(F) with the 
member states. The Court of Justice has become very, very important with this 
case law and has had a profound impact on virtually all the member states and 
that tax systems; and the cost, [ininteligível] case is to official confirmation where 
the Court of Justice has said: “Our jurisprudence, our case law takes precedents 
over the domestic laws”. Well, I thought that might be interesting to illustrate the 
impact and the dynamics dimension(F) that the Court of Justice has given by… 
by using the [ininteligível] case. You probably familiar with the [ininteligível] case, 
it’s a Dutch case and it’s relatively simple situation and [ininteligível] a group 
that is headquartered in Belgium, and… but both also had grown abroad, had a 
lot of group companies abroad and they own most of these group companies 
through a Dutch holding company, and should be probably familiar [ininteligível] 
Dutch holding company was chosen, I guess, because of the participation, and 
the participation [ininteligível] is a traditional Dutch way of avoiding double 
taxation, you can get dividends, capital gains(F), any other type of benefit, you 
can receive from your subsidiaries free of tax in Holland. Now, this had been the 
essential part of our system for many decades, but the flip side of that coin was 
that when the holding company incurred expenses you not be allowed to deduct, 
and, so, if you had a company that had profits in Holland it had to pay tax on 
those profits in Holland and if it routine incurred(F) expenses related to its 
foreign investments, then those expenses will not be deductible. And there was a 
kind of irony logic to that, because why would you give deduction for someone or 
for something that its current [ininteligível]. There’s no logic to that, and, so, 



everybody was sort of happily working with this rule(F) until someone suggested 
that this actually might be a violation of [ininteligível]. This happened, I think, in 
the early nineties, and I had just started working at the time and I can tell you 
first hand that this is what happened when people heard(F) about this argument. 

[risos] 

And it was felt to be ridiculous, but as the years progress more articles became 
published and people started to think [ininteligível] true a little more and they 
realize that might actually be some meat on the bone, and, besides, what was the 
downside risk? I mean, not a single advice had [ininteligível] he’s going to get the 
[ininteligível], you could always give it a try. And, so, [ininteligível] was the first 
case to reach Supreme Court level in Holland, but at the time that happened 
there were already a lot of other cases pending here(F). And we had quite a 
flooding of cases there. And I think it was in... only in 2002 that the opinion of 
the attorney general(F) was published and by the time it was clear that all those 
people who had been laughing were actually quite seriously thinking about it, 
and it had a profound impact on the practice because you needed to be very sure 
that when [ininteligível] your tax return, you didn’t forget this point because if 
you would forget it, you might lose the Dutch and [ininteligível] by becoming 
available, and, so, both tax payers and tax advisers were quite concern 
[ininteligível] everything was on correctly. The revenue was also concerned about 
it because he had a flow of objections come in, and they needed to handle that 
somehow. So, if then there was no judgment itself, the whole practice was 
already quite excited by the whole thing, and when the opinion of the attorney 
general(F) came out, it was really serious because Mr. Albert(F), he had the… in 
his conclusion, in his opinion, he came to the conclusion that the Dutch rules(F) 
was indeed a violation of [ininteligível]. And at that time the Dutch government 
started to realize they needed to do something about this, because the impact 
that the judgment [ininteligível] have on the revenue was so big that they needed 
to have plan B, and one plan B, for instance, was to say to everybody: “You 
cannot allow your entrance expenses anymore, you cannot deduct any cost 
anymore, if you have investments inside Holland”, because that would have 
resulted in equal treatment, and… now, if you can imagine that, of course, 
started the business lobby, and especially the Dutch domestic business was 
absolutely not very fond of this proposal and, in the end, Dutch government 
choose to introduce thin capitalization(F), so when the Court of Justice came out 
in September 2003 with the judgment saying that indeed this Dutch rule was a 
violation of the EU Treaty, everything was sort of prepared, and we quickly 
brought in thin capitals(F) and we thought that would be it. That was not the end 
of the story, and the entrance expenses that you now incurred on Dutch holding 
company are always [ininteligível] as long as you stay with the thin capitals, they 
are deductible, and… but you can maybe appreciate that if you allow entrance 
expense for foreign investment, you sort of built a incentive in your tax system 
that our corporate tax rate at the time was like thirty four percent, and if you 
have a possibility to invest abroad at a lower effective tax rate devalue of your tax 
deduction of thirty four it’s much higher than if you tax rate on the income, let’s 



say, of ten or fifteen percent. So, especially the financial sector like the banks 
and another big multinationals who have plenty of taxable profit hold-up have 
been looking for ways to maximize their [ininteligível] tax return and we now 
[ininteligível] can quote that in portuguese: a “ bolsa-buraco” in Holland, which is 
a reference to this practice where banks, another big companies borrow put the 
money outside Holland, we receive no tax income, no tax [ininteligível] deduction 
for the interest and that “bolsa-buraco” until today is in the top list of the 
political agenda in Holland, and I think is only last week that the government has 
announced yet another measure to deal with that “bolsa-buraco”. And that all 
because of one case at European Court of Justice.  

There was one effect of the [ininteligível] case; the other effect was that people 
sort of woke up and they said: “This is really interesting, we’re going to check 
every single provision in our tax [ininteligível] and whenever we find [ininteligível] 
foreigner or domestic then maybe a problem with the European Union, and so 
you had at least circulate this provision could be problematic, that provision 
could be problematic and, of course, other countries, the same thing happened 
over there, I guess, you all heard of the Marks & Spencer case, the department 
store… the british department store that invested in Germany, France, Belgium 
and, huh, I don’t know if you ever been to a Marks & Spencer store, but it’s no 
surprise this didn’t work in Belgium, or France or Germany, so they had quite 
massive losses there, they want to deduct losses against the british profits, you 
case system said: “No! You can’t have a group relief, you can’t have a tax 
consolidation between a U.K. company and a foreigner company. Marks & 
Spencer said: “That’s a violation of the EU Treaty”, and the media have reported 
out the outcome of this case as a victory for Marks & Spencer, and I think the 
reality is a little bit different because the Court said: “You don’t have to give a 
group relief only when all the other possibilities to get loss relief have been 
exhausted”, and this case, I think was decided in 2005, I checked the annual 
report on Marks & Spencer, and this is what they say in their annual report: 
“They’re claiming a loss of a hundred million pounds and even [ininteligível] to 
the Court of Justice, they still have not recognized a single penny of their money 
in their balance sheet”. [ininteligível], another famous case, reported as a victory, 
but again the U.K. has not been as generous as others have been in adjusting 
their domestic law, very reluctant to change their rules, the European 
Commission is still today pressurizing them to change their[ininteligível], to bring 
them to line with the case law of the Court of Justice. It seems that it’s now in 
the pipe line, it seems that’s there’s no consensus about it, but many years after 
the [ininteligível]. And, well, this is another example of the FAA group litigation(F) 
and also an old case by now already, but likely to… I think it is now skeptical to 
go to Brussels for the second time. So, even the impact has been quite huge, at 
the same time it’s a bit of a volatile situation, you don’t really know what the 
Court of Justice is going to say.  

I’ve quoted here the words of [ininteligível], he’s a colleague of [ininteligível] and 
he’s also the attorney general(F) of the Dutch Supreme Court and he’s highly 
critical of the going back and forth of the Court of Justice and I think he even 



said at some point in time that if the [ininteligível] case would go again to 
Brussels, they… the outcome will probably be different. Huh, there’s perhaps one 
are, huh, that’s very important to today’s tax practices where there’s seems to a 
stability and that area involves different taxation and I think you don’t have this 
in Brazil, but still many European countries, they [ininteligível] the holding tax 
when a company pays [ininteligível] dividend and the local tax systems are 
engineered… are designed in such a way that if you’re a local resident that 
dividend tax is not really going to hurt you, you are going to get higher credit 
against your individual tax liability or if your individual tax liability is not high 
enough, you’re going to get cash refund. In privately, I think many officials of 
your [ininteligível] countries will recognize dividend tax actually is a donation 
that we receive from foreigner investments and I told have been… there’s been a 
very steady strain of cases where foreigners have said “Look, the way that you 
have organized your local rules with dividend tax, that’s not okay, that’s a 
violation, that’s a discrimination” and the latest case is a... I think only just two a 
three weeks old, it was the Santander case. In France, there was a twenty five 
percent with holding tax if you receive the dividend and... But if you were a local 
resident, you were exempted from it, if you were a local, a resident investment 
funds, you were exempted from it, but if you happen to be a [ininteligível] 
investment fund or an American investment fund, you had to pay twenty five 
percent, and then the french would say: “Good luck! Try to get reduction on the 
tax treaty”. The Court of Justice has said here: “It’s not a method to be dealt with 
in a tax treaty”. European treaty has freedom of capital, the freedom of capital 
also applies to countries outside the Euro Union, it’s a kind of unilateral 
declaration: “Come to the E.U., it’s safe here, we’ve the euro”, and that freedom 
means that you have to treat an American investment fund in the same way as 
an french investment fund, so if you give exemption to a french fund, you have to 
do the same for the American fund. I don’t know if there are many Brazilian 
funds investing in french shares, but this open up some possibilities. 
[ininteligível] for professor [ininteligível] and I think there’s a… there’s a lot of 
criticism against this function of the case law of your appeal court(F), it’s slow, 
the person who has to started may find it very expensive, takes a long time, is 
very unpredictable, but I guess the most important criticism, of course, is… it’s a 
bit strange that… that you have to rely on individual tax payer to shape the law 
and that would be much more elegant if the member states in the European 
Union would get act together and would resolve to harmonize things in the more 
generic way. Perhaps the crisis that’s now going through Europe will… will sort of 
accelerate the process, I find it very difficult to… to predict, the only tangible 
thing that I’ve seen so far it’s that France and Germany has set to be one to have 
a [ininteligível] operation and they have now put teams together to look there 
individual tax rules and they’re working… and they have working group to look at 
it, but no result yet and it can take a long time. On the other hand, the 
[ininteligível] aspect of the case law, of course, has been that it [ininteligível] some 
spectacular results and, well, I’ll ask professor Weber to tell us a little bit more 
about what he is cooking up at the moment. 



[risos] 

Orador não identificado [00:27:12]: Okay. Do you know who can put on the 
other side? 

Orador não identificado: Oh, I’ll try to. 

Orador não identificado: Well, actually that it’s a… 

Orador não identificado: That’s a ‘rolo’? 

Orador não identificado: Yeah, yeah, that’s [ininteligível]. I’ll... I should could 
see in the... in the… is it working? 

Orador não identificado: Yes. 

Orador não identificado: Yes? 

Orador não identificado: Huh… 

Orador não identificado [00:27:57]: I’ll talk about tax avoidance and lessons 
from the EU, and the... as [ininteligível] already said in his speech, actually it’s 
quite funny, I’m a professor in European Tax Law, but there is no European tax 
law because we have twenty seven different member states with twenty seven 
different tax systems, and we have VAT(F), we have… that’s harmonize to VAT(F), 
but [ininteligível] direct taxation nothing is harmonize, there’s a proposal still 
pending from… for cooperate taxation, this last on my line, on my slight, 
proposal for common [ininteligível] corporate tax basis, but it’s still a proposal, 
we do not know if it ever will happen, that will have one cooperate tax system, so, 
until now we have some directs about dividends, and about [ininteligível], but for 
the rest nothing is harmonize, and you already saw that cases like the 
[ininteligível] holding case, we had more than one hundred cases in which the 
European court has to rule if the national law was in line or not with one of the 
treaty freedoms: free move to workers, free move to establishment, free move to 
capital and so on. And, at the end, is very simple when you treat a cross-border 
situation we have to pay more taxation in a cross-border situation compare to a 
pure domestic situation, the Court will say this is restriction of, for instance, the 
free move of the establishment or the free move of the workers and… but that’s 
not the end… that’s not the end, the Court of Justice then, huh, during the 
hearing they’ll look to the member states and say: “Okay, assume this is a 
restriction, we don’t know, we still have to decide, but assume that we think this 
is a restriction of the free movement, do you have a good excuse for that 
restriction, do you have a good justification for that restriction and then you see 
that are a lot of cases before the Court of Justice in with the members said: 
“Yeah, we need this rule because otherwise there is tax avoidance” and then the 
Court said: “Okay, we accept that… we accept that tax avoidance and anti-abuse 
provisions are allowed in… are allowed in but only in our conditions” and, so, 
step by step, we saw in the case law of the court was developing and anti-
avoidance doctrine and if you can put on the next slide(F) that doctrine... Oh, 
sorry, is here, okay… 



Orador não identificado [00:30:52]:- [pronunciamento fora do microfone]. 

Orador não identificado: Okay, and that doctrine that pops up in different ways 
in also under different wordings(F) and the first thing I’ll, huh, I’ll explain to you 
because is also important for, huh, people from non-E.U. countries this case, 
huh, is, huh, is a opinion this case pending in, huh, in the U.K., United 
Kingdom, it’s called “The Philips Electronics Case”. Philips Electronics. Philips is 
a Dutch, huh, company and, huh, what’s the problem in that case? You see, after 
U.K. end your losses in permanent establishments in the U.K., and they have, 
huh, they have a profits in the subsidiary in the U.K., and, see, the parent is 
from the Netherlands and under the relief rules, losses relief rules in the U.K., in 
this situation it’s not possible to use the losses of the U.K. permanent 
establishment against the profits of the U.K. subsidiary, but assume that is was 
purely a domestic situation, so the parent was in the U.K. and not in the 
Netherlands, then it was allowed, then you can easily use the losses from 
[ininteligível] maybe PIB, you can use domestic losses against the profits of the 
subsidiary. So, actually, because of that link with the Netherlands you cannot 
use your losses anymore. So, the attorney general(F), because we have no ruling 
in this case yet, the attorney general(F), she said, in her opinion, in her advice to 
the European court; “I think that this is a restriction of free move of the 
establishment”, and then the other question is: “But what’s the reason the U.K., 
huh, what’s the reason? Why you not give this? Is loss relief” and then the, huh, 
the U.K said “Yeah! We think that we gonna do this, we have a problem with”, 
they called… they called the balanced allocation of the power to tax between the 
member states because when you… when you gonna use this loss in the U.K., 
you’re also able to use the loss in the Netherlands because in the Netherlands 
under a [ininteligível] system with tax worldwide profits, we also take for a losses 
into account, and I have to say, at the moment you make a profits in the U.K., 
then you [ininteligível] rule, but, at the starting point, is that we… is that the 
Netherlands they take a loss into account, so they actually all right, you can use 
your losses in the U.K. and you can use your losses in the Netherlands, so they 
say: “Yeah, then you can use your double… your losses twice and that create a 
distortion in the… in the European Union” and the [ininteligível] case before the 
European court, the X Holding case, in with the Court accepted that because of 
the balanced allocation of the power to tax when you can use your double… your 
losses twice and that’s a good justification. We saw this case going to the 
European Court of Justice and actually we, because we have a lot of cases, 
Marks & Spencer, X Holding, we at… at our Institute we organize conference 
about all those cases, also about the pending case Philips Electronics, we also 
ask the lawyer who was involved in this case, so we’re pretty aware of what he 
was going to say before the Court of Justice, and, I discussed, of course, with 
him, and actually there is a book published about that whole thing, you can read 
[ininteligível], and it looks like that they have a point, the U.K., looks like, but 
they do not have a point. Why? I’ll tell you why, because the reasoning is this, 
you can say, what jurisdiction has to take into account losses, is that the 
Netherlands or is that the U.K.? What jurisdiction comes first? That is a source(F) 



state, the [ininteligível] state that will make the profit, will make losses, what is 
the [ininteligível] state? That is the U.K.. So if this is U.K. they always have to 
treat a domestic situation and a cross-border situation completely the same. So, 
the first thing, what they have to do? They have to take losses into account, 
that’s the first step, that’s also what the E.U. is defending before the Court of 
Justice and then the other member states, and that is, in this case, the 
Netherlands, they can say: “Okay, if the U.K. take losses into account, we’re not 
gonna do it again, because otherwise the allocation of the power to tax comes 
into danger(F) and you can use it twice, so that argument that the U.K. was 
using it’s not an argument that the U.K. can use nor was an argument that 
Netherlands can use, they can do it, but if the Netherlands, yeah, still take the 
losses into account because of their national(F) system, yeah, it’s their own 
problem, now that changes a lot from the Netherlands from the beginning of this 
year, but if they do it, you can use as a tax payer, but it’s not that the U.K can 
hide between that argument: “Yeah, because Netherlands, [ininteligível] know 
take into account”, no, starting point is the U.K have to treat everybody the same 
and the Netherlands can say: “Okay, actually this is not Dutch loss, this is a loss 
of the U.K., we’re not gonna take into account” and that was exactly what the 
attorney general(F) said in her opinion. She also wrote her opinion in the X 
Holding, in which she said: “You can use that justification, but that not was in 
that case of the Netherlands and not the source(F) states. The source(F) states is 
not able to use the balanced allocation of the power to tax and [ininteligível] can 
use the losses twice, no. So, why is this important also, for instance, for... for 
non-E.U. countries? This are the cases that we have pending on the Netherlands 
and we have also some other situations in the… in U.K, for instance. The source 
state now is the Netherlands, never loss in a subsidiary and never loss a profit in 
another subsidiary. Normally, in the Netherlands, when you have two 
subsidiaries, one with loss, one with profit, and you want to use it, you make… 
you make a sure that is a parent company above it and then you can enter in 
what we call a fiscal unity [ininteligível] and then you can use all your profit on 
all your losses, but you can only do that when your parent is based, is 
established in the Netherlands, not when it is in another member state. So, in 
this situation, you cannot use the losses of one subsidiary with the profit of 
another subsidiary. Now, we have cases now, the hearing is… will be next month, 
no? In two months. So, seven cases like this, I’ve been practicing and it looks like 
this is restriction of the free move of the establishment and then, you see, that… 
the Dutch government, they come with completely [ininteligível] and say in 
[ininteligível] cases: “No, but if we take this into account, it’s probably balanced 
allocation to tax because she can take the losses into account twice, this is 
abuse, tax avoidance”, and we already said: “No, no, no, no, the Netherlands is 
the source(F) state, they have to take this into account and the other state… the 
other E.U. state, they can say: “Okay, we’re not gonna do it, but [ininteligível] 
some other member state”. So, it looks like that cases like this are going for the 
tax payer list, going to the right direction and that you can... and they 
[ininteligível] of losses in the U.K. and that you’re able to use it. This is one 
member state, the Netherlands, but they’re also can [ininteligível] cases pending 



when we have a loss in one member state and a profit on another member state. 
The person behind the Marks & Spencer case, I know him pretty well, they’re… 
they have cases before U.K. [ininteligível] about that issue. So, now… now, we 
think, okay, nice, but [ininteligível] is important also for Brazilian [ininteligível] 
when you have your parent company in Brazil, now that’s… I think we cannot do 
anything with… with E.U. law in a situation like that, we’re not pretty sure, 
depends on another cases which is(F) pending, but there’s another argument, is 
that... A lot of treaties that you have with Brazil and E.U. countries, there is a 
non-discrimination clause, and a non-discrimination clause is very simple, it’s… 
you can going into detail, except when you’re foreign-owned(F), and when the 
reason that you cannot take into account every… every your tax burden, because 
you’re a foreign-owned(F), that’s a discrimination. And you can say in this 
situation: yeah, the reason that I cannot take losses into account, and I have a 
different tax treatment it’s because I’m a foreign-owned(F), and that it’s not in 
line with the tax treaty. And, actually, it’s quite funny, because there was a case 
twenty years ago, before our Dutch Supreme Court went into the European 
Court, with say(F): “Use that clause”, and afterwards nobody was using that 
clause anymore in the tax treaties because E.U. law was taken over, and now 
[ininteligível] we realize and also some persons in Germany, in the U.K., “Yeah, 
we can also use that clause, and we can also use that in situations outside of the 
E.U.”, and, so, also when you [ininteligível] cases that are still pending, 
[ininteligível] because I don’t know the outcome, you have the possibility to use 
[ininteligível] from non-E.U and there’s other some cases, [ininteligível] cases 
pending before the European Court, more cases [ininteligível] this the U.K. case, 
more cases in the U.K., with the Dutch cases which are still pending, and so you 
can use E.U. arguments and… or OCD arguments, and I looked up and I… I’m 
aware that tax treaties with Germany it’s not so long there, but when you look to 
the tax treaties between the Brazil and the E.U…. E.U. member states, Spain, 
Austria, France, [ininteligível]… go on, they have a foreign ownership clause so in 
all those situations you can… you can rely on this, and it’s… I think this will 
be… in Europe this will be one of the new arguments that they gonna use, and 
there’s something about your blind thinking cap rules, huh, you have… Yes? 

Orador não identificado [00:42:47]: Could you explain which is… what means 
“blind thinking cap rules”? 

Orador não identificado: Huh… yeah. Yeah, yeah. You can have thinking cap 
rules in different forms and you can have in sort of ratio, with escape clauses, 
safe harbours and… and you can get… can have at arm’s length, [ininteligível] if 
you have to look to the interest or the loans at arm’s length and when you have 
only ratio, and you can say “Yes, is a blind test”, you do not really look at, huh, 
also… you do not really look at the intention of the tax payer, “Why do you have 
this loan?”, I think, then we call it a blind test. You can have [ininteligível] you 
can have a certain blind test at the end, but, they’re… let’s say they’re very 
general… very general rules. And, huh… and when you look in… also in OCD 
treaty and also look in some tax treaties in Belgium, in one report ago, Brazil 
[ininteligível], then you can see that, huh, when you have such a blind test and is 



only applicable in a form of situation, it’s forbidden… it’s forbidden, it’s… it’s… 
you can see that in the tax treaties, and this only with Belgium and Portugal, 
but, huh, imagine that you do not have a tax treaty with, huh, such a clause. So, 
let’s say with France, huh? Then the original argument that you can say is 
“Okay, but the reason that we cannot take that interest into account, on the 
blind test, is because you’re foreign-owned”, and then so you can’t rely on a 
foreign-owned on the provisions that [ininteligível] mentioned before on those 
situations, huh, there’s a, huh… yeah, you can come up with a reasoning that, 
huh, the thinking cap rules, also here in Brazil, they have to follow the tax 
treaties… tax treaties. And, the… and now… now suddenly also in Europe, 
because we know really European law was taken over so nobody was looking at 
the non-discrimination clauses in tax treaties anymore. But now you see that the 
European Court of Justice is... sometimes they take one step back and then you 
see that more persons are using the non-discrimination clauses in the, huh, in 
tax treaties against anti-abuse provisions, and the… Actually, in the new tax 
treaty between the Netherlands and Germany, there’s a clause that, huh, to limit 
the scope(F) of the non-discrimination clause, because they [ininteligível]: “What 
was happening here? You know, because [ininteligível] is off, so based on that 
clause that we can also have cross-border fiscal unity, for instance”, so the… 
Actually, the [ininteligível] Finance Office(F) is going further than the European 
Court of Justice. And it’s always the other way around, yeah, but they… they’re 
going further. So, there’s one part of the, huh… one part of the case law of the 
European Court, that the Marks & Spencer case and X Holding and now we have 
the last case pending that’s Philips Electronics and then they always talk about 
the balanced allocation of the power to tax [ininteligível] into account a loss twice 
or not, that’s one part of the case law and the, huh, which now mix with the OCD 
arguments, another part of the case law is… [ininteligível] gonna tell you this, 
that’s more structure abuse approach, is a [ininteligível] the Court of Justice 
clearly develops an anti-abuse doctrine and in the case law… that’s the case law 
by [ininteligível] legislation. I think like that, I’ll come back on that later. This is 
starting point of the European Court and if you look to the case law of the 
European Court, you have to study the case law about the [ininteligível] taxation, 
but also the case law about VAT(F), because there’re more and more cases 
pending before the European Court about VAT(F) and some instructions(F) of 
their use, and the starting point is it to say: “The law must be known and 
[ininteligível], legal certainty(F)”, so, in theory, as a tax payer you have to look to 
law and then you can calculate how much money you have to pay if you do a 
investment, for instance. 

That’s not all so simple, but that’s… that’s… 

What I trying to see. And, then, huh, okay, one of the consequences of that, that 
“the law must be known and [ininteligível]” that you can also choose the best 
fiscal way, so there’s nothing wrong with tax planning, if situation way, way is 
better than situation be, then you [ininteligível] situation, hey, there’s nothing 
wrong with tax planning, but then, it’s not [ininteligível] abuse, it’s look very 
simple, but then the question is “But what is abuse?” and, huh, when you look 



then to the case law of the European Court then you see that they are using 
always an abuse test(F), they’re not always very clear, but if you look a little bit 
closer, they always use this tests. The first question is… is what exactly is 
happen there, it’s against the scope, on the purpose of E.U. law, all we have to 
know is the purpose and scope of the law, that’s is not all so simple, but, okay, 
it’s objective question; then the other one is “Yeah, but what is your intention?”. 
What is the intention of the tax payer, if this intentions is to [ininteligível] the tax 
law, then, huh, yeah, then, could be… could be abuse, but how do we know the 
intention? You know the intention to look at the whole picture and to see they 
always talk about holy artificial arrangement, when something is holy artificial, 
then [ininteligível] abuse, then you can say okay, huh, in this case we’re not 
gonna give you that tax benefit, the exemption(F), whatever. This is, huh, for the 
tax authorities, not so easy to apply, because this means that you can only do 
this in a case by case situation, and every situation you have to look to the actual 
case is, “Okay, I think that… this is abuse and I think that your [ininteligível] of 
intention is because of this and this and this”, that is not so simple, and so 
what… governments, they want to have more blind test, more general test, let’s 
say if you do this and this and this, we think the abuse is over. And the, huh, 
and…and, no, so then the question is, “Is that allowed in Europe?”. They just 
said: “Well, okay, when we do this and this and this, [ininteligível] actually not do 
with abuse, but we think as government that is abuse, well, they allowed, no, I 
think the answer was very clear from beginning, [ininteligível] say, too general in 
your anti-abuse provision, it’s not allowed because the Court said if an anti-
abuse provision is applicable to every situation, yeah, you do not take into 
account specifics circumstances that indicate abuse, if this for every reason 
applicable, you do not take into account [ininteligível] intention of the tax payer, 
so, huh, but then you still think, yeah, but… but [ininteligível] the government, 
but how far can I go? And one of the most important case still it’s the Cadbury(F) 
case. Cadbury(F) huge, multinational from the United Kingdom, at that moment 
was something like 34% corporation tax in the United Kingdom and they had 
there financing company in Ireland against rate of 10%, against special rates 
with was also allowed by the European Commission, to [ininteligível] Ireland to 
know in her economic restructuring of [ininteligível] the country, and the… so 
they are using that 10%, but the U.K. was not so happy with it, so the U.K. was 
using the [ininteligível] legislation against Cadbury(F) [ininteligível] and then… so, 
then that case went into the European Court of Justice? No, CFC(F), 
[ininteligível], only applicable in cross-border situations, so very clear for the 
European Court, this is a restriction of the free movement and then they gonna 
say, “Relax!” and look to the government. “But what is your reason for this, huh, 
for this provision?”. Then, the government said: “Yeah, yeah, anti-abuse 
provision, we needed otherwise they put all their money in a low, huh, in a 
jurisdiction with low… low tax burden, so we need this”, and, then, the Court 
said: “Yeah, if this is a holy artificial arrangement(F), you can do it”, and then 
look at the COC(F) legislation, they said: “Yeah, okay, this is not too general, it is 
specific enough, only applicable when you have a certain amount of shares, only 
applicable when you have a financing company, only applicable when the tax rate 



is 75% of the normal tax rate in the U.K., so the European [ininteligível] general 
said: “Yeah, if you are a huge(F) multinational and you are using a restriction like 
this, you know what are you doing, hum?”, and then we think its [ininteligível] 
then to put the burden of proof on the multinational and so you are doing here 
something, you are using a low tax jurisdiction and now you have the burden of 
proof to prove that this is not artificial, so prove to tax authorities that you have a 
real business there, that there is economic reality, that you have people working 
there, that you have equipment, that it is not fake! So, that is how the saw the 
issue, they said: “Okay, when the, huh, when this is not… not too general, 
specific enough, then you can put the burden of proof on the tax payer and they 
have to prove substance, that you… that you actually, you have substance there. 
And the… and it was exactly the same, or more or less the same, case was 
pending in… before the European Court of Justice, before the U.K. Court, about 
[ininteligível], not the [ininteligível] in India, but another [ininteligível] case, and 
they refuse to prove, ok? So, at the end, the U.K. Court said: “Okay, [ininteligível] 
prove that you have substance there in Ireland”, and they refuse to proved, and 
then you think, “Why?”, yeah, because there was nothing, and the, huh, so the… 
it is only... Always turns down here, [ininteligível], huh, about holy artificial 
arrangement(F), and also is important in that respect... You can see that also in 
Cadbury(F) [ininteligível] and... And, huh... in Cadbury(F), huh, they were using 
another jurisdiction with low tax rates and one of the questions before the 
European Court was: “Yeah, if you use that low jurisdiction, is that abuse as 
such?”, and the Court was very clear about it also in another cases, is, yeah, and 
the reasoning is this: we have twenty seven different member states and with 
twenty seven different tax systems, that create distortions and that will be a 
member state with a low tax burden, with a high tax burden, and things like 
that, and, so… and the Court said: “Yeah, you can use the difference between the 
member states, if you’re… if you go to one member state with low tax rates, you 
can do it, because, yeah, that, actually, was happening in Europe, they looked to 
the member states and said: “If you don’t do that anymore, if you want to have 
one tax rate, one tax burden [ininteligível], you have to harmonize, but if you do 
not harmonize, [ininteligível] different tax levels and as a tax payer, you can go to 
one member state where the tax burden, there, is lower. That’s good, that’s 
planning, that’s not wrong with that, but then again, they said: “You can used it, 
but not when this is holy artificial”, so you really have to go there and do 
something [ininteligível] in economic reality. We saw that at Cadbury(F) and said: 
“Yeah, you need substance”, yeah, and, huh, the Court is very sensitive about 
what we call U-Turns, we will see that never in… the term U-Turns… in the case 
law of the European Court, but U-Turn is more that you are using jurisdiction 
and then go away only because of the tax benefits. And yet the long case, one of 
the major first case about abuse, they were exporting goods outside of the E.U. 
and then importing the same goods, the same day back into the E.U., they were 
selling the goods to another party, but with not the same shareholders, and 
maybe they did it a couple of times again in [ininteligível], I don’t know, and the, 
huh, in the last big case… the last big case is a good example. The last big case 
was individual with shareholding in France, and with capital gain on the 



shareholding, on the shares, and, huh, they, huh, they took presidency in 
Belgium, so they emigrated from France to Belgium and wasn’t exit tax, in 
France, exit tax, and, huh, no exit tax only in the cross-border situation, not in 
the domestic situation, so the Court said: “Yeah, this is, huh, this is a restriction 
of the free movement, what is the reason, government, that you have the exit 
tax?” and they said at that time: “Yeah, we needed the exit tax or otherwise, you 
know, they gonna [ininteligível] capital gain taxation on shares, yeah, because 
they go away [ininteligível] our… our jurisdiction and, you know, tax treaty is 
that on the residents states [ininteligível] and the, yeah, the money is gone, and 
then the European Court said: “Yeah, wait, wait, wait, but this means everybody 
who is going to Belgium is a tax avoider”. That is not true, ok? You know a tax 
avoider… a tax avoidance in a situation like this [ininteligível] go to Belgium? You 
share your shares and go back in, let’s say, three months or whatever. And we 
know, I know the, huh, the tax lawyer in this case and was nothing in the 
opinion about this… this remark that you… that abuses, you go to one member 
state and then go back, so I asking what is this discussion during the hearing in 
the Court: “No, [ininteligível] this is completely out of question(F), ok?”. Suddenly, 
the European Court put that in the adjustment(F), so there is something in their 
heads that when you go to, huh, to one member state, you are only gonna use 
tax benefits, not really have economic substance there, that’s abuse. Huh, and 
you see it now also in new cases that they always talk about economic reality, 
unity, economic reality, huh, really have, huh, what we called substantial 
performance abroad(F), and, so, with COC(F) legislation they talk about now: 
“Prove us that you have a staff there, people working there, that you hiring, rent 
a office, things like that”. With thinking capitals, they said: “Okay, huh, when 
your thinking capitals are only applicable in a cross-border situation, there is a 
discrimination”, the thinking capital was a U.K. rule, but it was at arm’s length 
rule, so, when a loan or the interest is not at arm’s length, you had a problem in 
their thinking capital, so that’s already sophisticated rule, it’s not a blind test or 
whatever, but [ininteligível] you look to OCD guide lines and things like that, 
huh, but still the Court said: “Okay, that is allowed, but you always give to the 
tax payer the possibility to prove that maybe the interest in this situation is not 
at arm’s length, but is not artificial, so you always have to give them opportunity 
to prove this situation is not artificial, because in that case… it was the case 
about, for instance, Volvo was involved, the car company, and, huh, they 
suggest… the reason why we have different tax rates in the group is because it is 
in the group, at arm’s length you look to third parties, but, actually, this is not 
what is happening in the group, in the group you work together in the group 
because you are in the group, you’re, huh, because you are, let’s say, part of the 
family and if you are part of a family, you easily gonna lend money to another 
part of the family, then somebody used walking in the street, so, huh, this is the 
reason why we have different… different rates, and you have to take that into 
account, and actually(F) that is the usual discussion also in Europe now at arm’s 
length test, it is actually, huh, do not really reflex, huh, what is, huh, what is 
really going on in big multinationals, because, yeah, big multinationals, they do 
not look to third parties, no, they look to themselves, this is the reason why they 



work together, and the Court was really aware of that… of that point. Now, 
[ininteligível] is one example you can go really go deeper and deeper, I can… I can 
easily talk for, huh, about abuse for one day… Maybe for two days. And then you 
will have to look all the cases. Jeez, what is actually happening there? Huh, but 
the [ininteligível] leasing it was a VAT(F) case, huh, when the rentals were 
usefully low or, huh, did not reflect any economic reality, we really do know what 
they really mean [ininteligível], we don’t know, it was the first time of this, then, 
huh, then there’s something, then there’s tax avoidance. Another thing that we 
can discuss: when you do something with, huh, with third parties, are you in 
safe(F) or is only abuse when you do it with foreigners in the group? Huh, it is 
not completely clear but the Royal Bank of Scotland Deutschland hold this case. 
In that case, they… in that case, Royal Bank of Scotland, they were using a 
[ininteligível] in the VAT(F) directive. It was a very well know [ininteligível] when 
you are leasing cars and, you know, Germany was saying: “Now the U.K, they 
have to… they have to level taxation(F)”, and U.K.: “No, Germany have to level 
taxation(F)”, so, it was a [ininteligível] and they are using it, and the, huh, the 
attorney general(F) look to the case and said: “Okay, when this is abuse, you 
have two conditions: one condition is, huh, when this is not in line with the 
purpose of the scope of the law”, and the attorney general(F) said: “Yeah, you 
cannot say that this is not in line with the purpose of the scope of the law, 
because this is in the law and this is a mistake, this is something that the 
member states put it wrongly into the law, put wrongly in the law, you know, 
they have to [ininteligível] this member state, they have to change the law”, that 
was the attorney general(F) said. And that was a major team(F) because when… 
when you gonna follow that, then you can say: “Every mistake that is in the 
law…”, yeah, and, then, you do not really have an argument to say that is abuse 
if you gonna use it as a tax payer because, yeah, that was… it is a mistake of the 
member state, and then we saw the opinion… and then we saw the adjustment of 
the European Court, and the European Court said nothing about the scope of the 
purpose of the law but they decided on a different issue, they said: “No, there is 
no abuse in this case because you do not have [ininteligível] intention to abuse as 
Royal Bank of Scotland because all the payments were at arm’s length and all the 
payments were between third parties, not in the group, and so… so they made 
the case not so important anymore, not only in this case [ininteligível] no abuse. 
Actually, a lot of people in [ininteligível] are missing the point, they… they think: 
“No, [ininteligível] there is no abuse in this case”, so, huh, when there is 
something wrong in your legislation, it is the fault of the member state(F), so you 
can always use it, [ininteligível] that was the attorney general said: the Court 
discussed something completely… completely else. And, huh, so in that case 
there were, yeah, pretty flexible for Royal Bank of Scotland that was between 
third parties but yet third parties, you know, they working together and they 
share the profit of the whole structure, yeah, they are(F) still a third party, yeah, 
your, huh, there is somewhere an agreement that you gonna work together, there 
is something on paper, so that what happened in the…in the… in that case. So, 
now there is still a lot of cases pending before the European Court, we also have 
one case pending for Supreme Court within we try to shape the, huh, the 



doctrine of abuse in Europe a little bit… a little bit more, I will not going to detail 
now on that, but what it is new… evidence completely new… you cannot say this 
is completely new but, huh, it’s… it’s something that is emerging, huh, that to 
fight against hybrid mix-matches(F), not only hybrid mix-matches(F), but all the 
mix-matches(F) [ininteligível] you pay no taxation in the whole world and then 
there was couple of months ago, there was OCD report about double non-
taxation… they called double non-taxation… and was, huh, a consultation of the 
European Commission, there was a report of European Commission and they ask 
everybody, the deadline is today, actually, huh, they ask everybody to let them 
know if you are aware of tax planning structures that lead to double non-taxation 
and the OCD report is pretty limited, it’s only limited to hybrid mix-matches(F), 
that are structures in with, for instance, you use, let’s say, in interests deductible 
in one member state and the other member state is treat like dividend exempt, so 
you use the mix-match(F) between two states or you use transparent entities, 
one, huh, tax in one state is treat like an entity, tax payer in the other, huh, 
member state you do not treat like a tax payer(F), it is one of those single mix-
matches(F). The OCD is limited to hybrid things and the European Commission 
is broader(F), they also look to other mix-matches(F) which is not maybe so 
hybrid but interpretation issues, things like that. And the European Commission 
said to the member states, huh: “We give you a deadline to solve this issue and 
the deadline is the end of two thousand twelve” and, huh, it’s really part of the, 
huh, the fight against tax avoidance of the European Commission because there 
was a communication of the European Commission from a couple of years ago 
which also appoint Cadbury(F) [ininteligível], and they said to the member states: 
“You need substance, we have to come up with substance rules and also mention 
this problem of the hybrid mix-matches(F) of double… non-double taxation but 
also already two or three years ago and now suddenly it pops up again and they 
gonna say okay to the member states: “We gonna give you a deadline, if you do 
not solve this issue before the end of this year, then we are gonna propose 
legislation against it”. And, huh, I think that will be nothing at the end of this 
year, and now we are waiting for the consultation to learn, to look what is really 
going… what is happening in practice and we...I think the first thing they are 
going to do is that everybody in Europe, they have to notify their tax [ininteligível] 
to the tax authorities, so when you give advice also with non-E.U. countries, 
when you give advice in a sort of tax planning structures you have to notify to the 
tax authorities and they put everything into a data base and then they are gonna 
study the data base? I see, okay(F), this is what is happening in practice and 
then we come up with… with proposals against it, and then there’s still we have 
to see [ininteligível] propose, [ininteligível] tax base, when we have one tax base 
you do not have...it’s good, you do not have all those mix-matches(F) anymore. 
Europe still have the mix-matches(F) outside of Europe and it is not published 
yet, but [ininteligível] proposal that is published, but now they looking at the 
proposal, huh, the member states are looking at the proposal, at the E.U Council, 
and the [ininteligível] now, a new proposal, it’s not published but we have to try 
to study and you see that they put into the new [ininteligível], huh, special anti-
abuse clauses that against hybrid… hybrid mix-matches(F) and they are very 



simple, they said(F): “Yeah, when the interest is deductible on the other member 
state, we’ll not give you no exemption for the same… for the same [ininteligível[”, 
they are still look at what is happening on the other state, so there is a 
movement in Europe against that double… double non-taxation and, huh, yeah, 
we have to see what they going to do and… because, at this moment, it’s… it’s 
pretty weird also in Europe what is happening because, huh, then the European 
Commission they published such consultation and everybody in practice… 
everybody in practice, they look the other… they don’t want know… they don’t 
want know… they look the other way, it’s, huh, it’s they are a little bit scared, so, 
no, no, we are not gonna talk about it and then it does not exist. It’s, it’s… 
Maybe, Willem, that it was… maybe the same with the [ininteligível] a few years 
ago because, actually, this is part of the [ininteligível] group. The [ininteligível] 
group was a group that was established by the member state to fight against 
harmful tax competition and they say: “Yeah, some member state yet have some 
harmful tax competition, but they give some tax benefits to foreign companies 
and bla bla bla.” And, in the beginning, and, huh, I think it was already fifteen 
years ago or something, a lot of people in tax [ininteligível], they are looking the 
other way, so if you are not gonna talk about it, nothing will happen. Of course 
something will happen, you know, it’s a political thing. And now you see 
completely the same, and they… even this, huh, consultation was not published, 
we have… every week, I receive a journal in the Netherlands and they published 
all the important rulings also of the European Court but this is not published. 
Pretty strange because also a lot of people of tax authorities is reading that… that 
publication, but they… they look the other way if it is not there but you know it 
will pop up and, huh, and now [ininteligível] last week with the newspapers, we’re 
calling, huh, France’s tax lawyers, they say: “Yeah, we have a consultation, all 
right: are you gonna give all your tax advises to the European Commission, huh? 
Things like that. The funny is [ininteligível]. So, there is something going on 
against tax planning, against tax avoidance in Europe, and we’ll see where that 
will end. Okay, do you have any questions or remarks or whatever? 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Okay, thank you. 

[palmas] 

Thank you. Thank you, professor Weber, professor [ininteligível]. 

[risos] 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: As we can see, we can confirm once more that 
the issues and disputes are the same abroad as the one we have in Brazil, we 
don’t have a [ininteligível] experience, but the issues and disputes, the ideas are 
the same. Professor Bruno, do you like to address something? 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Should I make it in portuguese or english? 

Orador não identificado [01:14:32]: In english, otherwise I cannot understand! 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Okay. Now, huh… 



Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: We have ten minutes more. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Ah, in two or three minutes. The first… maybe, what our 
president was saying about the issues that we have in Brazil and the E.U., and 
how far can use some of the E.U. arguments atoned for situations that… then its 
refers but also to challenge your own regulations. Now, this thing that we all 
speak, this “Medida Provisória”, which just [ininteligível] alone when “Medida 
Provisória” here its means it is almost definitive, but it just need an approval 
from the Parliament. I don’t know exactly how the [ininteligível] rules in Brazil 
apply, my feeling is that they are very, very general, so, yeah, I must say what… I 
ask Willem to sent to me but it was so extense legislation that I didn’t have time 
to read it but [ininteligível] I really, really want. What is the purpose of that 
legislation? First thing, it is to tackle abuse situations, if it is abuse someone of 
these, I mean, it is, huh, not a matter of if it is E.U. or not, the tests that the 
Court do are reasonable, if it is abuse you cannot apply to every situation 
otherwise you turn an exception which is abuse into a rule. Second thing, how 
does this comply with tax treaties? I know probably by now you are now 
discussing here if this incomes falls in the article seven, if it is business profits, 
so you cannot tax because you don’t have a fee(F), if its article ten dividends. 
Okay, first thing: if it is abuse [ininteligível] abuse in a treaty, in principle, the 
commentary excepts because it says in article… in commentary to article one 
that CFC(F) regulations are allowed, now, if [ininteligível] too truly abusive, when 
I read, very much, in the [ininteligível] legislation, I thought it was almost like 
worldwide consolidation system, that was what I saw it. You can say: “Okay, we 
can apply. My next question is you negotiate the treaties twenty years ago, Brazil 
didn’t had this legislation. Is it fair, under a principle of pact of [ininteligível], 
good faith, externally start to applying this? I mean, in terms of balance of a 
treaty, if I would know this ten years ago or twenty years ago maybe I would 
have... I am from Portugal, I have negotiate the treaty differently. Can you apply 
it like that? So I think that all this discussion [ininteligível] only about if it is 
abusive or not, if it is abuse you can turn exception into the rule, if it is a 
worldwide consideration can you apply it like this, which is you apply how in a 
treaty situation is this allowed? The second thing that I want so… want to add to 
Dennis, sorry, I [ininteligível] something to you, is that when you refer about the 
[ininteligível] capitalization. Of course that if you have these provisions also is, of 
course, professor, you been a tax [ininteligível], you also in this provision at the 
treaties outside this paragraph four of article twenty four outside the E.U.. So, 
when you have a pure blind test in this case there was… [ininteligível] this is not 
something that [ininteligível], even recently the [ininteligível] Finance Office(F) 
decision of two thousand and ten, tackle before provisions of Germany, saying: 
“You have a blind test, so this is against article twenty four”. So, you also have 
here a clear situation that you can challenge, I think. I, again, don’t know the 
Brazilian legislation, but I think it’s a ratio two to one or two, three to one, I don’t 
know, but it’s a pure ratio [ininteligível], so if… two to one. It’s like in Portugal, 
huh, we had before... we had European law problems, but you can challenge this 
discriminatory treatment. Of course, we don’t know how the Courts will make 



interpretation here, in Brazil, but it’s clearly, huh, a [ininteligível]. All this… 
many of this issues of E.U. law you may also think how can you, please use the 
arguments, when you [ininteligível] to challenge Brazilian legislation, but besides 
using that also in a context when you have a Brazilian investment with an 
European structure. It was just it. Thank you. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Thank you. João, could you make some 
comment, please? 

We have some kind of U-Turns in Brazil. You remember some issues regarding 
“ICMS”, which is our VAT(F) tax, and the “casa-descasa”. “Casa-descasa” it’s a 
kind of U-Turn, “casa-descasa” is an issue you constitute a new company to 
avoid the… the taxation on capital gains, and even a few time after… Just say, 
just a [ininteligível]. One month you closed the company and each party goes to 
its way. We called “casa-descasa” which means marriage and divorce. 

[risos] 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: No, I just… I just want to ask your last free marks, 
Bruno, about the application of E.U. law to third countries and you mention that 
maybe Brazilian tax payer could challenge thin(F) capitalization… capitalization 
Brazilian rules before a Brazilian Court, but applying E.U. law? 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: No, no, no. No, I am saying treaties. I mean… Thanks… just 
to be clear, two remarks. One is that use is not… you cannot refer to the case law 
of the Court, but you can use arguments. Well, then, there is a really expert in 
abuse, so, what you, well, speak whenever you want about this, but some of… 
the Court rejects presumptions. You have a CFC(F) legislation. So, again, I 
talking what I don’t know about Brazil, but let’s assume this is like this, so you 
can just… you can… I think we can all open to discussion and you can give me 
some thoughts about how it works, but let’s assume that, assume as you have a 
participation in a foreign company you apply the rule. Can you escape... 

Orador não identificado [01:21:25]: No. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Just… listen then. Can you escape the application of this? 
So, we have to thinks either this is not a abusive legislation or if it is, I mean, 
there at even in Portuguese Constitution [ininteligível] multiple presumptions are 
not allowed in law. And, of course, there are also the tests that the Court said: 
“Okay, we have abuse but you need to test if this is abusive.” 

Orador não identificado: [pronunciamento fora do microfone] 

Orador não identificado [01:22:04]: Huh, because for Brazil only the 
[ininteligível] are applicable, so first you have clauses like this and then you are… 
then it looks that you really have… in Brazil, they really have a problem with it 
because of… then you have a special provision and really looks to blind thin 
capitals and next they say: “It is not allowed”. So, this is [ininteligível] Belgium 
and Portugal, but, as I said: you… you also have twenty four paragraph five for 
ownership clause, so also in treaties where you do not have that special rule, so 



in… only in Belgium with Portugal, also with France, for instance, they have 
foreign ownership clause, and because the thin(F) capital rule is only applicable 
when you are foreign owned, you can say: “Yes, it is a discrimination, and that is 
not allowed”, and next even… the argument is even stronger then, huh, then in 
E.U. situations because under this treaty clause, you cannot come with 
justifications, yeah? So… so, when you treat…when you have another tax burden 
because of your foreign owned, it is discrimination, and that’s it! That’s why the 
Court will never ask you if its goods to(F), huh, what is the reason for this? 
What… what is your reason to have another tax burden? So, they said: “No, it is 
not allowed” and it’s over. Maybe, you never know, maybe, but that is a academic 
discussion [ininteligível], huh, Court in Europe will adopt that and… and will give 
the… the, huh, member states also in the tax treaties, huh, more possibilities to 
discriminate, say, influence by the case law of the Court of Justice: “Okay, this is 
discrimination, but if you have a good justification we’ll still accept”, but, until 
now, they never did that, so the, huh, the OCD, huh, non-discrimination clauses 
are, huh, yeah, are even better for this tax payer in certain conditions, of course, 
ok? But we will make sure the [ininteligível], huh, in our Institute in Amsterdam 
for tax law, we are studying the issue because is now getting more, more, more, 
more important in Europe and the… We can say they’ll published article about it, 
but is also important for the Brazilian market. Yeah. I’ll try to do it in portuguese. 

[risos] 

Orador não identificado [01:24:45]: Who’s gonna write that? 

Orador não identificado: You. 

[risos] 

Orador não identificado: No, just to make clear about the question of João, 
what I was meaning is that you don’t… use some of the reasoning that was 
developed under your law, it is not quoted in the cases, some of the reasoning 
that you… you can use… for this. And then you have to tax treaty issues, too. 
And, yeah, I mean, there are a lot of cases already… anti-capitalization 
[ininteligível] a lot of cases already on that… on this. So, I think there, well, good 
possibilities to… to… to challenge this, so. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Of course you can use the reasoning, of course. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva [01:25:33]: Yes, exactly. That’s… that’s exact… 

[falas sobrepostas] 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Can use the reasoning, huh, we are in a very 
difficult time now because this legislations is new, we don’t have experience with 
the Courts, so we are trying to take the risks. That’s the problem. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva [01:25:53]: Yeah, well, I… my feelings that… I always felt 
[ininteligível] very easy. I was saying, well, to the participants of the, huh, of the 
course, [ininteligível] are asking to me about Brazil and I said: “It’s very easy for 



me to feel at home because many of the issues, even in terms of producing 
legislation, I had the experience in Portugal. Mean, the process, if you want 
compare with the Netherlands is much more transparent in the Netherlands than 
it is Brazil or in Portugal, but I… because I guess we don’t have. In Portugal, 
some legislations like this it’ll be published without, huh, exposing any reasoning 
saying: “Okay, we are make this legislation to tackle this situation and this 
situation on the purpose of this and this and this, explaining what are the 
motives of the legislation. So, as you see, we don’t know what the Court will say, 
nobody knows exactly, you read the law, you have a feeling, but nobody knows 
exactly… I know that you have read a big case about application of this 
legislation, I heard, huh, so it will be in Court or something like that. Huh, well, 
we need to see but… but that is one of the problems, is clearly. If you really know 
why they do enacted to each situations then it is a [ininteligível], but if you don’t 
know, then will be the judges problem to decide. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Ok. João? 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: Bruno, our CFC(F) legislation is mean challenged 
by… before the Supreme Court, but only its constitutionality been discussed, not 
its complacency with the tax treaties. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Okay. 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: So, there’s… it’s not been discussed… 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: But the arguments with charming(F)… okay. 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: Arguments of constitutionality... 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Okay. 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: According to our internal law. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Because one… I remember that it was not about your CFC(F) 
legislation, but my experience in Portugal is that in terms of presumptions, which 
I don’t know, if it’s a abusive situation, it’s a abusive legislation, then it creates a 
presumption of abuse, and in this case if you can never show that there is no 
abuse, there is a rebuttable presumption and then our Constitutional Court, our 
I mean, now, Portugal said this is against the Constitution, huh, so, probably 
there is something there, huh, and I know that some of the even the Portuguese 
scholarship is quoted by… [ininteligível] already by Brazilian Courts. So maybe 
there is something there also to explore. 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: This is the main argument that is been presented to 
the Court. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Yeah. 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: This is the main argument. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Yeah. 



Sr. João Francisco Bianco: I would say. But I just want to ask one more 
question. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Sure.  

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: I’ve heard some people here says that… say that, 
huh, you can’t discuss the thin cap issue, huh, [ininteligível] to the tax treaties 
because the tax treaty is, objective, is to avoid double taxation and if you 
discussed thin cap it’s not an issue of double taxation, so it’s not… you can’t 
discuss thin cap on a tax treaty environment. Could you… Could you say what’s 
your opinion about… 

[falas sobrepostas] 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Yeah, I do know what this argument is, but, of course, you 
know, huh, I think tax treaty… tax treaty when you looked at the name of tax 
treaty that there will be something like against double taxation, against non-
taxation, but there are also non-discrimination clauses in tax treaty. So, you 
know, actually, they… it’s pretty strange that we have non-discrimination clauses 
in the tax treaty because it has nothing to do with double taxation it’s only fake 
way discrimination, but there are part of the tax treaty so you can use it 
otherwise, yeah: “Why do we have non-discrimination clauses in tax treaty?”. So, 
that… that argument that… that, huh, “desculpa” for tax treaty is more limited, 
huh, yeah, if you look to the tax treaty itself, it’s not true, and, then, maybe you 
have to adopt also the title of the tax treaties, and then there is not only against 
double taxation, huh, non-taxation at all, so take away the discriminations, but 
actually, this is already for years and years and years, and a lot of tax treaties. 
So, huh, I think you cannot say that this “desculpa” for tax treat, so limited, only 
take away, huh, double taxation, also take away, huh, another treatments, 
another tax treatment. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: I still… excuse me. I still cannot see how we can 
put the… the issue of deduction of expenses, interest expense-- 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Yeah. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: --under the internal rule of thin cap. How can 
you discuss this under the idea of non-discrimination as far as the internal law 
does not make any discrimination between parties and countries. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: But it doesn’t address to only foreign situations also to the 
domestics situations. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Yes, foreign, foreign situations. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Foreign situations. Okay. Huh… Oh, I’m sorry. Well, but the 
first thing, your thin cap addresses only foreign financing. To [ininteligível]. I 
would say that the primary purpose of a treaty would be to promote trade 
because otherwise if its only the double taxation issue Emirates would not have 
tax treaties, for instance. They don’t have corporate taxation, so, actually, then, 



they said the means to remove double taxation, primary mean, then into… in 
nine nineteen nine with the partnerships reported double non-taxation, non-
discrimination was already there and so on. There is another issue for reply to 
that situation before went into non-discrimination, which is, in article nine, so 
you have related parties, you addresses situation of economic double taxation, 
not juridical double taxation. So, it means that with the adjustment for transfer 
pricing issues you want to avoid economic double taxation, ultimate may arise in 
situation of, actually, of thin cap. Now the thin cap… yeah? 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: It… it would have to be express. I mean, there would 
be… there should be an express clause, huh, foreseeing that situation 
[ininteligível] is article nine. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Okay, but then we have the double non-discrimination also. 
Willem, yeah? 

Sr. Willem Bom: Yeah. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: I’ll speak about the non-discrimination(F) later.  

Sr. Willem Bom: [ininteligível], this is exactly the issue that was raised twenty 
years ago when in our country, Holland, we decided to apply the non-
discrimination for giving tax relief in capitals tax and, huh, that was because if a 
Dutch parent would make capital contributions no tax [ininteligível] USA parent, 
there would be a tax, and the question: “Why is it?”, is because is a USA parent 
and I think that is a very important aspect in these reasoning that you… you 
enter the non-discrimination when you say the rules only kicking because of the 
foreign parent. I guess the trick thing is: that is a lot of thin caps you need to 
have a lender and the lender it’s not necessarily the parent. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Yes, but… Is there any pure just a parent-sub situation(F)? 
No. A slight? No. Okay, let’s assume that we have a financing there from a, huh, 
a [ininteligível] company to Brazil, so being one of the subsidiaries in Brazil and 
you denied deduction under your because it succeeds the equity ratio. Article 
twenty four, paragraph four. Let’s assume that we have a twenty four, paragraph 
four. It says: “Except when the provisions of articles nine, paragraph one, ten 
paragraph four or five, eleven and twelve apply, payments of dividends, interests 
and other, huh, this [ininteligível] cannot be, huh, subject to a different 
treatment just because the… because the fact that they are pay to a foreign 
entity, so it doesn’t matter if it fits to a parent or a creditor. What that it means to 
translate on other terms, means that except, and this exceptions its starting for 
paragraph four, related to arm’s length situations, so except if you have 
correction saying: “I don’t allow you to deduct up to the amount of which is arm’s 
length”. As from that moment, you have a discriminatory treatment which is 
forbidden by treaty. So, it expressed [ininteligível] there. Actually, it’s interesting 
to note that by some reason which I don’t know, but, João, you probably will 
know, many treaties of Brazil have in the protocol an exception to article twenty 
four saying cases of royalties, so they have an exception to this situation in case 



of payments of royalties, meaning that Brazil says: “Even if we disallow 50% of 
the royalties”, I don’t know if it is the [ininteligível], 50%, well, this doesn’t breach 
the non-discrimination because specifically in the protocol we had the provision, 
so the other member, the other contracting state accepted discriminatory 
treatment. So, the fact is that this is there, so this is clearly stated something 
that my domestic legislation cannot to apply in a discriminatory way and this 
discriminatory [ininteligível] purposes whenever you have, any adjustment which 
is beyond the arm’s length range. 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: Ricardo, excuse me, one last question. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: You have to... One minute. 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: Non-discrimination covers nationality or residence? 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: [ininteligível] we have several situations, paragraph one 
nationality, residence no, because residence… 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: No, twenty four. 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: Twenty four, paragraph one is nationality, then you don’t 
have residence, this [ininteligível] based on residence because, otherwise, you 
would, huh, well, basically, unbalanced all the treaty… treaty discretion. In this 
case, let me add this, you have very specifics situations, so you cannot say: “you 
have abroad general nationality non-discrimination” and have specific situations 
which one in this case is because of the foreign, huh, the parent being resident in 
another member state, but just for this payment, not for everything. 

Sr. João Francisco Bianco: We have this discussion here before the Supreme 
Court. So, what you say… 

Application of Twenty four. Residence or nationality… 

Sr. Bruno da Silva: But natio… but you have differences, so it is, well, professor 
[ininteligível] wrote in ninety eighty-eight, its “incoherent collection of fairly 
narrow clauses”, is what he said. So, paragraph one is abroad general nationality 
discrimination provision and then you have very particular situations. Paragraph 
five because I have a foreign parent. 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Okay, gentlemen. 

[falas sobrepostas] 

Orador não identificado [01:37:53]: He don’t stop anymore. 

[risos] 

Orador não identificado: I want to add one thing, because when you said 
discrimination against nationality and discrimination against residence, you… 
you can else say discrimination against residence is indirect discrimination 
against nationality in that this discussion, and, huh, but in Europe we are 
heavily influenced now by… by the decision of the European Court… And, huh, 



and the European Court clearly takes one step further. European Court clearly, 
huh, takes one step further also provisions with, for instance, discriminate not 
against nationality, but against the source… source. [ininteligível] Holding, the 
interests was not deductible when you are short of subsidiaries was abroad and 
the Court just said: “No, that is a discrimination, not against nationality, but 
discrimination against foreign domestic situations, and, actually, there is now a 
case pending in the Netherlands before Supreme Court in which the legislation 
made completely no distinction, not in the cross-border and not in… is 
completely the same in cross-border and domestic situation, but still, in most 
situations only applicable when cross-border situation because of the conditions, 
and the attorney general(F) already said in that case: “Yeah, that also forbidden 
also in your jurisdiction”, so you have to realize that whole discussion in… in 
Europe is after twenty years and in the beginning, you know, when… when… 
when… somebody wrote in one of the academic journals, huh, yeah, that interest 
Dutch [ininteligível] Holding is maybe not in line with… with the E.U. law. 
Everybody was laughing: “Oh, no, no, it’s not true. Come on!”. Another story, but 
now everybody is heavily influenced by [ininteligível], yes, everybody, and a lot of 
people learn that in the university, so it goes one step further and further and 
further and further and so we are used to discrimination now like that, nobody, 
huh, [ininteligível] also the people new now in practice, they learn at the 
university, so there… yeah… for them is normal, yeah? 

Sr. Ricardo Mariz de Oliveira: Thank you. IBDT thanks again our three 
professors, and I’m sure the subject will continue in our discussions next week 
not, but the week after the next one. I have a lot of points to discuss, so we’ll 
continue this issues with Schoueri, [ininteligível] and Zilveti. Eu vou trazer 
também... I’ll bring... I’ll bring… I’ll bring to discussion next time a case we had 
in our practice regarding indirect transgression non-discrimination clauses; it’s a 
very interesting case, the treaty was with France… France. I’ll bring the general 
idea, it’s a case just settled, it’s very interesting. Obrigado a todos, não se 
esqueçam de não vir na próxima semana. 
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